ALL YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT THE BIBLE
Commendations
‘This superb series provides a set
of quality tools, enabling every
thoughtful Christian to know how to
answer the Bible’s critics and grow in
their own confidence and appreciation
of God’s living and enduring Word.
Packed with valuable factual
information, detailed documentation,
wide-ranging references and
penetrating reasoning, not a sceptical
stone is left unturned and not a critical
argument goes unanswered.

‘All you need to know about the Bible
blends apologetics, history and biblical
studies to produce this important and
hugely enjoyable series. It provides the
reader with a mental landscape within
which a confident and intelligent love
for the Bible can be nurtured. It is a
tour de force and a marvellous gift to
the church in our secular age. I could
not commend it more warmly or
enthusiastically.’

Here is a comprehensive and greatly
needed resource, which deserves to
be required reading for every believer
as we seek to live by God’s inerrant
revelation and present its message
with authenticity to an unbelieving
world. I could not commend the series
more warmly.’

Director, Universities and Colleges
Christian Unions

David Jackman, author, former
President of the Proclamation Trust and
founder of the Cornhill Training Course

‘A superb collection, readable and
reliable, with lots of footnotes to
check out the material presented.
A terrific resource for both believers
and those seeking faith. Students at
Moorlands will love this series. Highly
recommended!’
Dr Steve Brady, Principal,
Moorlands College, Christchurch

Richard Cunningham,

‘Accessible throughout, these
comprehensive introductory accounts
of Scripture will be of immense value
to everyone who reads them. They go
far beyond a simple introduction and
probe deeply into the nature of the
Bible as the faultless Word of God,
considering and answering a full range
of criticisms. Moreover, Brian writes in
a manner that will benefit the newest
Christian. I hope his work receives the
widest possible readership.’
Dr Robert Letham, Professor of
Systematic and Historical Theology,
Union School of Theology, Wales

‘This series of attractive, accessible
introductions offers a feast of
wisdom and insight into the origins
and accuracy of the Bible. When
navigating the complex issues
surrounding ancient texts and modern
translations, here is an excellent place
to begin—a helpful guide to the basics
of history, archaeology and manuscript
evidence. Most importantly, the series
encourages us to delight afresh in the
truthfulness, sufficiency and authority
of God’s Word. These volumes will be
of assistance to every Bible student.’

‘Each one of these books is a
valuable guide to the teaching and
historical reliability of the Bible.
Together, the set builds a compelling
case for the authority of Scripture
as the very words of God with
life-changing power. A wealth of
material in readable style, it is a rich
resource, giving fresh confidence in
the reliability and authority of the
Scriptures.’

Dr Andrew Atherstone, Latimer
Research Fellow, Wycliffe Hall, Oxford

‘Like a jeweller turning a diamond
so that every facet flashes with light,
Brian holds up God’s Word so that its
perfections shine. Although my views
differ from his on Bible translations,
these books serve well to answer
helpfully numerous objections, confirm
faith, and wisely guide in profitable
reading of the Word.’

‘The overwhelming strength of Brian’s
comprehensive series is that it provides
ordinary Christians with confidence in
the authority of the Bible. Brian has
the skill to make this subject accessible
without simplification or omission.
What a great resource for Christians,
equipping us to be on the front foot
when it comes to defending the Bible
against its many detractors!’
Adrian Reynolds,
author, local church pastor and
Training Director of the Fellowship of
Independent Evangelical Churches

Bill James,
Principal, The London Seminary

Dr Joel R. Beeke,
President, Puritan Reformed Theological
Seminary, Grand Rapids, Michigan

